
Instruction Manual
Specification

Wingspan:1180mm
Fuselage Length:1080mm

Flying weight:1150g
Servo:9gX4

Battery:11.1v 2200mAh 20C Li-Po
ESC:40AX2
Motor:KV3300X2Wing loading:63g/dm2
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RTF INCLUDING
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RTF including:
fuselage
wing
elevator
landing gear
Vertical stabilizer
plastic parts set
Hardware
Elevator
edf set 
glue
decal
balance charger
LI-Po battery (11.1V 2200mAh 20C)
transmitter
Adaptor
Cockpit
ESC
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As shown,Insert the speed 
controllers into fuselage.

As shown, Apply the foam glue on
the joiner of the left and right horizontal 
stabilizer.

Insert the vertical stabilizer into 
the fuselage.

As shown,Fix the EDF set on
fuselage with 3X40mm screw.

As shown,Glue the horizontal 
stabilizer in place.

As shown,Fix the vertical stabilizer on
fuselage with 2.3X20mm screw.
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Insert the direction pushrod into the 
hold of quick-controller and tighten
clamp connectors.

As shown, Insert speed controller
wires into THR channel of receiver.

As shown,Fix the nose landing gear 
on fuselage with 2.5X8mm screw.

As shown, Insert Z-bend of pushrod
into the hole of the nose landing gear.

As shown, Apply the foam glue to the 
stuffing foam and insert it into fuselage
as shown. 

As shown,Insert elevator pushrod into 
the hold of quick-controller and tighten
clam connectors.

(Remark: The servo should be in center position)
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Apply the foam glue on the joiner of the
left and right wings.

As shown,Apply the foam glue on the 
plastic part and insert it in the main wing 
as shown.

As shown,Apply the foam glue on the
 joiner of the rear landing gear and push
 it in the position.

As shown,Fix the wing on fuselage
with 6X50mm plastic screw.

As shown,Put the battery in position.

As shown,Connector the aileron servos
with Y wires.

Installing the Battery position.

As shown,Glue left and right main wings 
together.

As shown, Apply the foam glue to the 
stuffing foam and insert it into wing as 
shown.
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STICK OPERATION

MODE 1 MODE 2 MOVEMENT
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ESC-40A Leads with silicon
rubber(red/black)

11.1V 2200mAh
Li-Po  20C

ESC-40A

ESC-40A

EDF 64
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How to open canopy
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Wire lead shorts can cause fire! If you accidentally short the wires, the battery must be 
placed in a safe area for observation for approximately 15 minutes.

After flight, the battery cool down to ambient temperature before charging.

observation
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Once you have connected the charger to a power source,The red LED will turn on.

Connect the Li-Po battery pack to the charger.When the park is full charged.The 

green LED will turn on.



Parts List

Fuselageturbo-01

TransmitterDYT-2002

turbo-02 wing

turbo-04 Elevator turbo-05 EDF SET

turbo-03 Vertical stabilizer

DY-1007 9g ServoDY-3001 quick-controller

DY-6006 11.1V 2200mAh 20C Li-Po Battery

DYA-000X Adaptor

DYE-1002 Balance Charger

DYR-2001 2.4G  ReceiverDY-3003 Glue

turbo-14 DECAL 14

DYM-0010 Brushless Motor turbo-07 Plastic Part set

turbo-10 Hardware

DYE-1004 40A ESC

turbo-9 Canopy

turbo-11 Duct

DYAT-008 Servo Horn

turbo-06 Cockpit

turbo-08 Landing gear

turbo-12 6 leaf blades turbo-13 Duct hardware
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